Six Men went to Sea
The Channel Sailing Division’s Summer Cruise beckoned yet again this year with incentives of
new boat, interesting places to visit on the Brittany coast, sea food aplenty and chances of
fine weather, or at least that was how I sold it to the others. We took the leg from Pornichet,
near St Nazaire to Concarneau. I approached 5 other CSSA members but had to sweeten the
pot with promises of beer, gin and wine before they could not resist the opportunity.
Planning started in January, flights on Flybe from Southampton to Nantes, train to Pornichet
on the Friday. Return from Concarneau by hire car to Rennes and Flybe to Southampton.
Crew meetings in the local pub followed to thrash out the details which included a night stay
in a the Oceania Hotel on Friday night with the thought of gaining a day on the Saturday
providing we could get the initial stores bought early Saturday morning.
The crew comprised of 5 very experienced seaman with many sea miles in their logs and all
having connections past and present with the Coastguard and local lifeboats. The sixth crew
member David, had not met the others and was dropped into the deep end wondering just
what he had let himself in for. A rapid rise up (down?) the learning curve would be the best
description of his first impressions. In view of the experience of all involved we invoked a
procedure seen many moons ago with a group of Met. Police in Croatia. That of a “Duty
God”. Each member was allocated a day to take on this high exalted role with absolute
power over the rest but with a couple of basics, nothing dangerous, I reserved the power of
final veto, and the DG paid for all resulting expenses. The only thing lacking was the green
top hat sported by the Met Police.

Peter in DG Mode (Ignored by Steve)

Plans and bookings in place and all hot to trot except… At 06.00ish on the day of departure I
am awakened by a phone call from one of the crew saying that he has a problem which will
prevent him from joining us. Apparently he had a serious swelling in his mouth, initially
thought to be a tooth abscess requiring urgent medical treatment (later found to be an
allergic reaction). A rapid visit to the hospital’s intensive care followed, pumped full of
various drugs and discharged 8 hours later. New flight bookings and he would join on a
“pierhead jump” at Roche Bernard in a remote part of Brittany, on Sunday. The rest of us
caught the flight, just made the train by 3 minutes, into the hotel and met the outgoing crew
for a meal that evening.
We got away before lunch headed for La Turballe, a port we have visited many times in
previous years so we had sussed the restaurants and did not have to invoke Rule 1. In the
past we have spent hours looking for a place to eat so we have Rule 1 “We eat in the FIRST
decent looking one.”
The following day we left for Roche Barnard, a picturesque port and village about 8 miles up
the Valaine River after passing through the lock at Arzal. The entrance to the river is quite
shallow and despite DG demanding the crew carryout various drills including, wearing of
hats, saluting every time his mobile ‘phone rang with a “quack”, man overboard drills etc. we
were still too early on the tide at the entrance, had to anchor and have lunch. We motored
on up the river and were given a berth at the marina. Our wayward crew member joined and
the crew was now complete. We walked up the hill to the quaint village only to find that
Sunday was when the restaurants were shut, so like the Grand Old Duke of York, we walked
down again to an interesting bar/eatery next to the marina.

In the Lock
The next day saw us through the lock and onto the large marina at Port du Crouesty in
preparation for a visit to the Morbihan (Breton Inland Sea) the following day. As the tides

run very strongly through the narrow entrance we decided to enter the Morbihan on the last
of the flood and cruise the waterways and then leave on the ebb. This is the first time we
have sailed along an aircraft runway for there is an area designated for seaplanes. It is
understood that the main purpose is to enable the seaplanes to take on water used for fire
fighting. No fires or ‘planes this time. It was still early so we headed for Belle Isle, but had
not appreciated that a number of other craft had the same idea as this was the French
holiday season. No room for us so we had to retrace our steps to the Quiberon peninsular. I
suppose with such a crew from the maritime emergency services it was almost inevitable
that we would be involved in something. We came across a small motor cruiser with engine
failure about two miles from Port Haliguen and offered a tow. Luckily there was a vessel of
similar size nearby, better suited to towing than us and we left them to it. Fortunate in a way
as the technicalities of taking such a tow may have defeated even David, our French linguist.
This was not the only incident, but more on that later.
Taking account of our experiences with lack of space in Belle Isle we decided to change our
plans for Isle de Groix and head for a the larger port of Lorient which had a choice of 3
marinas. We moored alongside in Kernevel, next to the U-Boat pens. David excelled at this
point by hiring a bicycle and replenishing the gin stocks which had reached critical levels.
The next morning returning from the showers Peter noticed a black furry object swimming
alongside the pontoon about 100 metres from the shore. On closer inspection it turned out
to be a dog that had presumably fallen in and, due to the height of the pontoons, could not
get out of its own accord. It appeared just about exhausted by its efforts. Peter knelt down
and managed to pull it from the water. Peter says that he was very pleased that he did not
have to give it CPR in case it bit him.
We had a short detour to sail past the U-boat pens and were impressed by the structures
after all this time. We then headed northwest to the Odet River in light winds heading for
Saint Marine, a marina on the west side of the river. Luckily we had called ahead and
reserved a berth for both marinas in Benodet and Saint Marine were pretty full. A walk along
the river bank got us to a restaurant and we were suitably refuelled.
We made an early start the following morning so that we were assured of a berth in our
handover port in Concarneau. This marina is used as the mainland port for the famous
sailing school on Isle de Glenan and Friday is their changeover day. It is an interesting place
with a walled inner town and shops for victualing. Deep cleaning of the boat ready for the
next crew, collect the hire cars and away to Rennes for the flight back to Southampton.
One of the best trips we have done, no rain, a bit more wind would have been nice, great
company, interesting places to visit and the promises made at the start of this cruise were
realised. We did not run out of Gin!
Next year??
Colin Smith Hon Sec CSD

The Motley Crew
L to R: Peter, David, Guy, Colin, Steve. (The other Guy took the photo.)

